We describe the fabrication of metamaterial magnifying hyperlenses with subwavelength wire array structures for operation in the mid-infrared (around 3 µm). The metadevices are composed of approximately 500 tin wires embedded in soda-lime glass, where the metallic wires vary in diameter from 500 nm to 1.2 µm along the tapered structure. The modeling of the hyperlenses indicates that the expected overall losses for the high spatial frequency modes in such metadevices are between 20 dB to 45 dB, depending on the structural parameters selected, being promising candidates for far-field subdiffraction imaging in the mid-infrared. Initial far-field subdiffraction imaging attempts are described, and the problems encountered discussed.
Wire array hyperlenses offer very broadband operation, high tunability, potentially lower losses due to the low metal fraction, and alternative low-cost/large-volume fabrication methods like fibre drawing [10] [11] [12] . Hyperbolic endoscopes that transport subdiffraction information away from its source have been demonstrated at microwave [13, 14] and at THz frequencies [11] , but far-field subdiffraction imaging has not been experimentaly explored yet, to the best of our knowledge. Ankit et al. have numerically demonstrated that tapered wire array in a hemispherical sea-urchin geometry can lead to far-field subdiffraction imaging in the NIR [4] , but its fabrication still remains a challenge.
Subdiffraction imaging using wire arrays requires a structure containing subwavelength wires separated by a distance smaller than the operational wavelength (λ) [13, 14] . For microwave frequencies, these dimensions are in the mm scale, and wires can be manually assembled in air [13, 14] . Alternative fabrication methods, such as the fibre drawing technique, can be employed to attain subwavelength wire array structures operational at shorter wavelengths [10] [11] [12] . In fibre drawing, a macroscopic array of metallic wires embedded in a dielectric (wire array preform) is scaled-down by several orders of magnitude, and the neckdown region generates a tapered magnifying hyperlens. Using this approach, Tuniz et al. fabricated a wire array metamaterial hyperlens suitable for operation at THz frequencies, containing indium wires embedded in polymer with a wire diameter varying from 10 µm to 80 µm, and wire spacing (Λ) varying from 50 µm to 400 µm. Subdiffraction focusing down to λ/28 in the THz spectrum and the propagation of subdiffraction information over hundreds of wavelengths was demonstrated [11] .
Further size reduction in the metastructure on the small facet of the indium/polymer hyperlens and, consequently, shifting of their operation to wavelengths shorter than the THz, are not feasible with the drawing approach due to the rheological properties of the selected materials (indium and polymer). The Plateau-Rayleigh instability [15] , which is the tendency of a liquid column to break into droplets, limits the wire diameter and wire spacing to a few microns in the indium/polymer system [16, 17] , restricting the operation wavelength of the metamaterial to the far-infrared. Recently, we have demonstrated that such wire size limitation can be overcome by replacing the materials with tin and soda-lime glass and optimizing the drawing/stretching process [12] . Uniform wire array metamaterial fibres with wire diameter and spacing in the few hundreds of nm scale were obtained, resulting in wire array metamaterial that could operate at wavelengths as short as the mid-infrared.
Besides the fabrication challenges related to the size and uniformity of submicron wires, their typically high optical losses at MIR frequencies represent an enormous constraint in the development of MIR hyperlenses. The quasi-TEM modes that could lead to subdiffraction images exhibit losses in the dB/µm scale [18] , which limits the overall length of the hyperlens to the few hundred-micron scale (depending on its structural parameters and materials selected) which is not trivial to achieve.
In the present work, we propose a wire array tapered hyperlens structure that could lead to far-field subdiffraction imaging in the MIR and analyze its optical loss as a function of overall length for two different material combinations (tin/soda-lime and gold/silica). Such numerical modeling indicates the typical length and structural transition required to limit the hyperlenses' overall losses to 50 dB when operating in the MIR. Then, we demonstrate the fabrication of wire array hyperlenses in the 100 µm length scale with an expected overall loss lower than 50 dB. The structures contain wires with an averaged diameter (d avg ) and an averaged wire spacing (Λ avg ) as small as a few hundred nm in its smallest facet, and, consequently, the operation wavelength becomes as short as λ= 3 µm. Finally, we describe far-field subdiffraction imaging attempts with the fabricated hyperlenses, and discuss in detail the problems encountered and possible solutions.
Overall loss estimation of wire array hyperlenses in the MIR
In subwavelength wire array media, the hyperbolic dispersion allows the propagation of modes with high transverse spatial frequencies, called quasi-TEM modes [19] , which carry subdiffraction information and can lead to super-resolution imaging [2, 11, 13, 14] . The losses of the quasi-TEM modes are strongly dependent on the material components, wire diameter (d), lattice spacing (Λ), the wavelength of operation (λ), and their transverse wavevector component (k ⊥ ) [18] . When a hyperlens is considered (i.e. a tapered wire array structure), the overall length and profile of the tapered transition also have a strong influence on the resultant loss of the metadevice.
When applications of wire array metamaterial fibres in the MIR are concerned, tin wires embedded in soda-lime glass are an interesting system from a fabrication perspective (low cost, drawable and with high chemical compatibility) [18] , albeit with poor optical performance. Numerical simulations indicate that several metals are expected to exhibit lower losses than tin in an equivalent structure (gold, aluminium, silver), but these material combinations are considerably more challenging to fabricate with the drawing technique [18] . Of those options, only gold wires embedded in silica glass have been successfully co-drawn, with the drawback of high cost and challenge in the fabrication of uniform drawn sub-micron wires with no gaps [20] . Here, we study the optical losses in hyperlenses made of the two systems (tin/soda-lime and gold/silica), which represent a feasible/low-cost fabrication option and an option with better optical performance, respectively. Figure 1 shows the simulated losses in dB/µm for the quasi-TEM mode in an indefinite hexagonal wire array structure made of tin wires embedded in soda-lime glass ( Fig. 1(a) ) and gold wires embedded in silica ( Fig. 1(b) ) for λ = 3 µm. The effective refractive indices (n eff ) of the modes were obtained with finite element software (COMSOL) [18] , and their respective optical losses were calculated using
where κ is the imaginary part of n eff , and λ is the wavelength of light in microns. In both cases, the structure has a fixed d/Λ = 0.5 and three different transverse spatial frequency components are considered (k ⊥ = 0, k ⊥ = 0.5k ⊥max and k ⊥max ). The k ⊥max corresponds to the transverse wave vector component matching one of the edges of the first Brillouin zone of the hexagonally arranged wire array (k ⊥max = (π/Λ)(2/ √ 3)), which will result in a resolution close to the maximum of the hyperlens if they are detected in an imaging experiment [21] (p. 116).
According to Fig. 1 , the losses of the high-k ⊥ quasi-TEM modes in subwavelength wire array structures can vary from 0.1 to 1 dB/µm (λ = 3 µm) depending on the wire diameter/spacing and the materials selected. The losses increase for smaller wires, in agreement with the behavior seen in [18] . Because of these characteristic high losses, a steep and short transition between the two facets of the hyperlens and/or a steeper transition on the small facet side are required to minimize the overall losses of the propagating high-k ⊥ modes such that they remain detectable.
A schematic of our proposed hyperlens for subdiffraction imaging in the MIR is seen in Fig.  2(a) . The taper has wire diameters linearly varying from 400 nm to 800 nm from the small to the large facets, respectively, a magnification factor of 2× and a fixed d/Λ = 0.5. The overall optical loss of this hyperlens can be estimated by discretizing the tapering transition into several small slices along its length and multiplying it with the loss of the respective cross-sectional structure (Fig. 1 ). The error of this approximation decreases with decreasing slice length but assumes the transition is adiabatic. Here, we consider the nominal overall loss of the hyperlens as the loss of the quasi-TEM modes with k ⊥max , because they have the highest losses among the high-k ⊥ modes and will lead to the highest resolution. Fig. 2(a) ) as a function of the overall length for the systems selected (tin/soda-lime -black dots, and gold/silica -red dots). Considering the limiting overall loss as 50 dB for a feasible imaging attempt, the proposed metadevice must have an overall length smaller than 120 µm for the tin/soda-lime system, or smaller than 360 µm for the gold/silica system. The fabrication of uniform wire array tapered samples in this scale of length, and wire diameter is challenging and will be described in the next section.
Note that these estimated values of the maximum overall lengths are strongly related to the structural parameters selected for the magnifying hyperlens and how they vary over length. Therefore, they should be considered as mere indications of the transitions required. It is well known from the tapering of optical fibres [22, 23] that an adiabatic transition is preferable to minimize the optical loss in a tapered waveguide, which is probably not the case for the shortest linear transition analysed in Fig. 2(b) . In such adiabatic transitions, the angle of the taper must be small enough that there is negligible power coupling between the modes. Thus, a strict loss evaluation must take into account such modal coupling, which would be computationally very challenging for this heavily multiscale problem. Our method discussed above (and the losses of Fig. 2 (b)) must be considered an approximation, employed merely to provide an estimation and a qualitative comparison between the different systems.
Hyperlens fabrication
A wire array hyperlens can be obtained from a stretching process of a macroscopic version of a wire array structure, i.e., a metamaterial preform or a metamaterial fibre. Such a method can be conventional fibre drawing [10, 11] or fibre tapering, similar to the tapering of traditional optical fibres [22, 23] . Here, we developed a vertical stretching setup to fabricate tapered wire array structures from metamaterial preforms/fibres. Steep transitions with an overall length in the few hundreds of micron scale are demonstrated, which is a requirement of MIR hyperlenses due to their typical optical losses ( Fig. 2(b) ).
A schematic of the stretching setup and tapering fabrication is seen Fig. 3 (a). The heating element consists of a platinum/iridium alloy sheet of 50 µm thickness with a center hole of 1.2 mm in diameter (inset of Fig. 3(a) ). A conventional pipette puller P-97 from Sutter Instruments is used as power supply/controller [24] to heat the alloy element with an AC electrical current on a 10 s time scale. The preform is held by two drill chucks and aligned with the hole in the alloy filament with three micrometric stages coupled to the top drill chuck. When the electric current heats the alloy element, the viscosity of the glass locally decreases, and the sample is stretched by gravity. The pulling tension is predetermined by the weight attached to the bottom of the preform ( Fig. 3(b) ). A picture of the stretching setup is seen in Fig. 3 (c).
The standard metamaterial fibre employed here in the hyperlens fabrication contains approximately 500 wires, has an outside diameter (OD) of 400 µm, average wire diameter (d avg ) of 4 µm and averaged wire spacing (Λ avg ) of 8 µm ( Fig. 3(d) ). The details regarding its fabrication and the suppression of the Plateau-Rayleigh instabilities are fully described in [12, 21] . An example of a typical steep tapering transition region fabricated from this standard metamaterial fibre using the stretching setup is seen in Fig. 3 (e). The vertical arrows represent the region that could be selected to achieve a 3× magnifying hyperlens with a wire structure varying from approximately d avg = 300 nm and Λ avg = 600 nm (OD = 30 µm) to d avg = 900 nm and Λ avg = 1.8µm (OD = 90 µm), over an approximately 100 µm length.
The fabrication of such steep tapering transitions results from the minimization of the hot-zone length and maximization of the pulling tension employed (around 49 N/mm 2 before stretching). The hot-zone length, which is the region where the sample's temperature is high enough to be stretched, is proportional to the thickness of the filament, but also depends on several factors such as: the ratio between the size of the preform and that of the hole in the filament, the current employed in the heating element, the time of the heating process, and the heat dissipation of the system. Though it is hard to measure or simulate its length, the transitions achieved in such a system indicates a hot-zone region in the mm scale.
In early experiments using a different setup and lower tension, microscope images suggested the liquid tin receded from holes in the smallest part of the taper. With the high tension and fast heating of the final setup, we could not find any evidence of the metal receding. Both optical and electron microscope images suggest metal wires extend continuously all the way through the taper. However microscope images alone are insufficient to ascertain the continuous nature of the wires, and this will require further analysis.
The transition region with the desired range of structural parameters is extracted from the tapered wire array metamaterial fibre in an embedding process with a thin metallic foil, giving rise to the hyperlens. This selection depends on the targetted magnification factor (ratio between the outside diameters of both ends of the transition), resolution and total optical loss intended for the final metadevice. Figure 4 (a) shows a schematic of the desired transition for a 3× magnifying hyperlens and where the metallic foil should be fixed (black dotted line). In such a process, the alignment between the sample and the foil is crucial and not trivial. In our developed embedding process, a precise hole is drilled in a thin metallic foil with a high power femtosecond laser. Figure 4 (b) shows a 70 µm hole fabricated in a brass foil with a thickness of 50 µm. With micrometer stages and a microscope, the tapered sample is introduced through the laser drilled hole of the metallic foil. Figure 4 (c) shows a picture of this alignment process, where it is possible to visualize the brass foil and a small part of the hyperlens below it. Because the diameter of the laser-drilled hole is slightly smaller than the outside diameter of the large facet of the desired hyperlens, the sample stops at the intended position ( Fig. 4(a) ).
A tiny portion of epoxy glue is manually deposited on both sides of the foil, as seen in Fig. 4(d) , the large side of the sample is cleaved, and both facets of the transition are polished. The side containing the large facet of the hyperlens is polished over several separated cycles using polishing papers with decreasing grit size. For the small and more fragile facet of the hyperlens, a polishing cycle with the finest grit and low pressure is enough to achieve the desired result. Careful and slow polishing, combined with a regular visualization and measurement of the resulting structure with a microscope, allows the desired transition to be selected. Figure 4 (e) shows a schematic of a 3× magnified hyperlens after the extraction process is concluded, and Fig. 4(f) shows the large facet of a hyperlens after the polishing (OD = 100 µm, d avg = 1 µm).
The embedding process described above is quite flexible because different regions of a tapered sample can be selected by adjusting the size of the laser-drilled hole. Thinner metallic foils with a thickness of 13 µm (Starrett 667-1/2 feeler gauge) and 5 µm (Goodfellow, CU020200) can be used to embed shorter transition regions.
Far-field imaging attempt with wire array hyperlenses in the MIR
The diffraction limit of an optical system in the far-field arises from the nature of the light scattering and the spatial bandwidth of free-space. When an incident beam of light scatters off an object into an isotropic medium with refractive index n, the object's information is transferred to a wide spectrum of wavevector components, which can be propagating waves (|k ⊥ | < n|k 0 | = 2πn/λ 0 , considering ⊥ the plane transverse to the propagation direction z) or evanescent waves (|k ⊥ | > n|k 0 | with imaginary k z ). Because the evanescent waves possess larger transverse wavevector components, they carry finer details about the object than the scattered propagating waves. In a conventional optical system, such evanescent high k ⊥ waves decay exponentially, being effectively attenuated before reaching the image plane. Consequently, part of the information about the object is lost, and the resolution of the detected image is always "diffraction limited".
In magnifying hyperlenses, the hyperbolic dispersion allows the propagation of the high spatial frequencies and, because the structural parameters of the metamaterial vary along the length, the high spatial frequencies are transformed into lower spatial frequencies [2, 14] . If the magnification factor is high enough to transform the high spatial frequencies to frequencies smaller than k 0 , they become waves able to propagate in free space after the metamaterial, and subdiffraction far-field imaging is obtained [2] .
The diffraction limit of an imaging system can be probed with the far-field image of a doublecircular aperture with varying center-to-center spacing. If their center-to-center separation is larger than the system's diffraction limit, both circular apertures are well defined in the image plane, i.e., an intensity profile along the apertures and parallel to their separation exhibits two distinct peaks. If their center-to-center separation is smaller than the diffraction limit, the image of a double-circular aperture results in a single intensity maximum and only one peak is defined in an intensity profile. Thus, far-field subdiffraction imaging with a magnifying hyperlens could be demonstrated if the image of an unresolved double-circular aperture (single intensity maximum) becomes resolved with the insertion of the hyperlens in the optical system. In the next subsections, two different imaging experiments using different types of apertures are described aiming to demonstrate far-field subdiffraction imaging with our hyperlenses.
Imaging of apertures FIB-milled on a gold film/borosilicate slide
The first experimental setup for far-field imaging with our hyperlenses in the MIR is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . The collimated output beam from an Er 3+ doped ZBLAN fibre laser ( Fig. 5(b) , elliptically-polarized CW output power up to 2 W [21] , is focused with a ZnSe aspheric lens (NA = 0.67 and f= 12.7 mm) onto the aperture to be imaged, which is positioned in the lens's focal point. Figure 5 (c) shows a double-aperture milled with a FIB in a 100 nm gold film deposited on a borosilicate slide and its alignment with the wire array region of the hyperlens. A second GeSbSe aspheric lens (NA = 0.56, f = 4 mm) is employed to collect the light diffracted through the aperture and to reconstruct its image in the image plane, where an infrared beam-profile camera is aligned. For our experiments, a Spiricon/Pyrocam IV solid-state/pyroelectric camera (OPHIR Photonics) was used containing an array of 320x320 pixels, a pixel size of 80 µm, and a nominal noise limit around 64 nW/pixel [25] .
Several hyperlenses where fabricated with slightly different magnification factors (from 1.4× to 2.2×), structural parameters (d/Λ = 0.5, d avg varying from 500 nm to 1.4 µm), overall length on the 100 µm scale and expected overall loss between 20 dB to 45 dB). Before any subdiffraction far-field imaging was attempted with the hyperlenses, i.e., the resolving of a double-circular aperture with spacing smaller than the system's diffraction limit, the fabricated samples were tested on the imaging of larger double-circular apertures that transmit more light and are easier to align and detect. Fig. 5(c) ) using the experimental setup described in Fig. 5(a) , in-coupling ZnSe aspheric lens (NA = 0.67, f= 12.7 mm), out-coupling GeSbSe aspheric lens (NA = 0.56, f = 4 mm), with no hyperlens in the optical setup, and the Spiricon camera 28 cm away from the out-coupling lens. The NA of the in-coupling lens is selected to achieve a focused spot size slightly larger than the aperture to maximize the transmitted power. Similarly, the NA of the out-coupling lens is selected according to the desired diffraction limit of the system and the desired magnification factor of the image in the image plane. Such magnification depends on the focal length and the distance of the out-coupling lens from the image plane (thin lens equation). The estimated magnification factor is 69× for the setup described in Fig. 5(a) , which is in good agreement with the magnification of the double-aperture observed in Fig. 6(a) . In this configuration, with a wavelength of 2.8 µm, the diffraction limit of the system considering an incoherent illumination is expected to be around 2.5 µm (Abbe's diffraction limit = λ/(2NA) [26, 27] , where NA is the numerical aperture of the out-coupling lens). As expected, the intensity profile on the horizontal axis of the image (dotted lines) shows that the two circular apertures are well defined, once their distance center-to-center (8.5 µm) is larger than the optical system's expected diffraction limit.
After the far-field image of the double-circular aperture was obtained, every fabricated hyperlens was aligned face-to-face with the aperture using a micrometric stage and a portable microscope (Fig. 5(c) ). The focus of the out-coupling lens was slightly re-aligned to focus the image again in the image plane. The typical resultant image is seen in Fig. 6(b) , where no light is detected from the wire array region (the region marked in yellow) and no double-circular aperture is seen (expected position indicated in red), probably due to the high loss of the hyperlens. The light guided in the soda-lime cladding of the hyperlens (purple region) may be a result of a bad input coupling into the glass (small gap between the aperture and the hyperlens), leakage from the wire region due to imperfections (wire diameter fluctuation along length or discontinuity in the wires) or could correspond to ordinary waves (electric field transverse to the anisotropy axis, which do not "see" the wires and hence diffract) [28] . The power density by pixel in the image plane could be improved by increasing the input power, improving the coupling between the aperture and the hyperlens, and/or using a hyperlens with a lower overall loss (shorter sample with lower magnification factor).
Imaging attempts with increasing the input power incident in the apertures from a few hundreds of mW to 1 W were performed, but the samples were damaged due to the melting of the tin wires, which occurs at 232 • C. Figure 7 shows the cross-section micrograph of the small facet of a magnifying hyperlens before ( Fig. 7(a) ) and after ( Fig. 7(b) ) an imaging attempt with an input power of 800 mW (λ = 2.8 µm) incident in the 8.5 µm double-aperture ( Fig. 5(c) ). The solidified shiny circular drops seen in Fig. 7(b) indicate that the metal melted and came out of the hyperlens' surface. Consequently, increasing the power above a few hundred milliwatts is not a viable alternative to obtain a detectable signal in the wire array region for the typical tin/soda-lime hyperlens fabricated. Fig. 7 . Cross-section micrograph of the small facet of a tin/soda-lime magnifying hyperlens (wire diameter varying from approximately 500 nm to 780 nm, d/Λ = 0.5, length of 80 µm, expected overall loss of 30 dB, and magnification factor 1.56×) before (a) and after (b) an imaging attempt using high CW input power up to 800 mW (λ = 2.8 µm). The solidified shiny drops in (b) indicate that the metal melted and came out of the hyperlens' surface.
Imaging of apertures FIB-milled on the hyperlens' small facet
A second imaging experiment approach was attempted to eliminate the uncertainty in the coupling between the apertures and the wire array region. In this second configuration, the apertures milled on the borosilicate slide were replaced by apertures directly FIB-milled on the small facet of a low-loss hyperlens previously covered with a 200 nm gold film ( Fig. 8(a) ). Figure 8(b) shows a micrograph of three milled apertures and their respective diameters (4.5 µm, 2.6 µm and 1.7 µm), where it is possible to visualize their alignment with the wire array region. The overall length of this hyperlens was minimized to decrease its expected overall loss to 20 dB, which was achieved by embedding the sample in a 13 µm stainless steel foil and polishing both sides until an overall length around 40 µm was obtained. The averaged size of the wires in this sample varies from 500 nm to 650 nm along the small to the large facet (d/Λ = 0.5), resulting in a magnification factor of 1.3×.
Magnified far-field images of the 4.5 µm ( Fig. 8(c) ) and 2.6 µm ( Fig. 8(d) ) apertures were individually obtained using the experimental setup described in Fig. 5(a) (without the borosilicate slide) and aligning the focused beam separately through each aperture to maximize the transmitted power. Magnified far-field image of the 1.7 µm aperture was not obtained due to its high incoupling loss. Clearly, for the 4.5 µm and 2.6 µm apertures, the losses are low enough for signal to be transmitted, and the propagation in the wire array appears diffractionless. Note that their images in the imaging plane are magnified due to the magnification factor of the hyperlens and the out-coupling lens. However, the image of a single aperture cannot be used to determine the magnification or resolution limit, as it could be indistinguishable from the point spread function. Unfortunately, far-field imaging of the three milled apertures (or any pair) in a single image with the same setup, as would be required to evaluate the magnification and the diffraction limit of the system, was not obtained because the power density of the image in this configuration was smaller than the noise limit of our camera. This simultaneous imaging requires a larger spot size incident on the apertures (large enough to equally illuminate the three or any pair of them), which decreases considerably the light coupled through the apertures into the hyperlens and increases the overall loss of the optical system. Increasing the input power to compensate such coupling loss is not a viable option because any misalignment of the beam can locally melt the wires or damage the gold film. According to our numerical simulations, the expected transmission loss of the quasi-TEM mode with k ⊥max at λ = 3µm in the hyperlens employed in Figs. 8(c)-8(d) is around 20 dB. The experimental overall losses calculated measuring the input power before the apertures and after the hyperlens was 29 dB and 33 dB for the imaging of Figs. 8(c) and 8(d), respectively. This difference could be explained by a high coupling loss between the focused beam and the milled aperture (incident spot size too large), Fresnel reflections at the hyperlens interfaces, and leakage from the wire array region to the hyperlens' soda-lime cladding that is not detected by the camera due to defects or the initial coupling of diffracting ordinary waves (TE modes). Further study is required to understand this discrepancy fully and to filter the ordinary waves that leak from the wire array structure and usually have lower losses, adding considerably to the expected noise level [29] .
Further improvement in the detection using a more sensitive array camera could help in the far-field imaging of large apertures using low magnification hyperlenses, like those employed here.
Alternatively, preliminary modeling indicates that shifting the wavelength of operation to slightly larger wavelengths could decrease the optical loss of our metadevices (for example, losses ∼1.4× smaller in dB at 5 µm wavelength, in comparison to 3 µm wavelength presented here). However, demonstrating far-field subdiffraction imaging of subwavelength apertures seems unfeasible with such tin/soda-lime hyperlenses (even at 5 µm wavelength): to achieve real sub-diffraction imaging, a magnification larger than 1.5 is required (since a factor 1.5 could be simply achieved through an immersion lens with the same refractive index as the glass background), and the object to be imaged will require accordingly smaller apertures. The smaller overlap of the input beam with the apertures, the drastic power loss through sub-wavelength apertures, and the increased losses due to the inevitable longer length of higher magnification tapers all combine to make the tin/soda-lime system unlikely to be successful. Steeper tapering transitions with overall length in the few tens of microns could bring the overall loss of the metadevices to a level allowing detection, but their fabrication is remarkably challenging. Thus, a considerable improvement in the hyperlens' optical performance is essential, which could be achieved changing the tin wires for gold wires, as indicated by our modeling shown in Fig. 2 .
Conclusion
We have numerically investigated the optical losses of wire array metamaterials to understand the typical tapering transitions (wire diameter, wire spacing and overall length) required to achieve hyperlenses with losses in the MIR that could permit successful imaging experiments (wavelength operation around 3µm). The losses of the high spatial frequency quasi-TEM modes, i.e., the modes that carry subwavelength information and lead to far-field subdiffraction imaging, can vary from 0.1 dB/µm to 1 dB/µm depending on the structural parameters or the materials selected (tin or gold wires). Thus, considering the limiting overall loss for an imaging experiment as 50 dB, our modeling indicates that tin/gold hyperlenses with subwavelength wires must have an overall length in the few hundred-micron scale.
The fabrication of short/steep tapered wire array samples and the embedding process to extract the hyperlens were demonstrated, with samples containing averaged wire diameter varying from 500 nm to 1.2 µm along the taper's length. Magnifying hyperlenses with overall length in the 100 µm scale were obtained, with an expected overall loss of the quasi-TEM modes between 20 dB to 45 dB, depending on the structures selected.
Far-field imaging attempts with our tin/soda-lime hyperlenses have shown that the coupling between the aperture and the hyperlens, as well as the high losses of the metamaterial are the main problems in this challenging experiment. We eliminated the input coupling uncertainty by milling the apertures directly on the small facet of the hyperlenses after covering it with a gold film. Far-field images of the apertures were obtained individually when focusing the input beam into every aperture separately, demonstrating diffractionless propagation of light. Unfortunately, the simultaneous far-field imaging of any pair of the apertures was not obtained because it requires a larger incident spot size, which decreases considerably the amount of light coupled through the apertures into the hyperlens. Increasing the input power to compensate such coupling loss and metamaterial loss is not a viable option because any misalignment of the beam can locally melt the wires or damage the gold film.
In conclusion, further improvement in the detection and/or reduction of the hyperlens losses could lead to far-field imaging of large apertures for an operational wavelength around 3 µm. However, far-field subdiffraction imaging of subwavelength apertures in this regime does not seem feasible with our tin/soda-lime hyperlenses, once smaller apertures and large magnification factors are necessary. A considerable increase in the hyperlens' optical performance is required, which could be achieved by changing the tin wires for gold wires, as indicated by our modeling shown in Fig. 2 . Preliminary simulations and fabrication attempts indicate that other material combinations and fabrication approaches could also increase the hyperlens' optical performance in the future, such as the drawing of metamaterial fibers containing AgCu wires embedded in borosilicate glass or the coating of tapered hole array samples with aluminium by chemical vapor deposition.
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